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Networked multimedia systems and applications must cope with varying availability of resources
such as buffer capacity, CPU time and bandwidth. Resource reservation schemes allow the reservetion of resources at the moment of connection setup. The allocated bandwidth may not be
suffcient to result in the desired Quality of Service for the User of multimedia applications. If, for
instence, more bandwidth is available at a later time or if there is no resource rese~ationat all,
the application may control the bitrate of the associated media streams depending on the available bandwidth.
In this paper we show some impacts of the scaling of audio data on the user of multimedia
applications. It turns out that six levels of quality are sufficient for an implementation which allows
the transition from high quality audio (CD) to very low quality audio (GSM-like speech) and vice
versa. Scaling towards lower quality should be performed in various steps, while scaling toward
higher quality may be done in one or many steps in most cases. For the User of multimedia applications the best scaling algorithm is a cross-fade between quality levels.

1. Introduction
Information processing in a time-sharing environment is performed without any hard time constraints. The System responds to a User interaction as soon as possible and most often lacks
Support for real-time data. The use of discrete media (e.g. text and graphics) dominates traditional computing, while the integration of continuous media (e.g. audio and video) into existing
Computer environments creates the new complexity of time-dependent data processing. 'Correctnes$ in real-time systems is determined by whether deadlines are met. We define the processing of time-dependent data in multimedia systems as the delivery of data in well defined intervals
over a period of time, in our terms this process is called a continuous-media stream. Multimedia
communication deals with the transfer of discrete andcontinuous media over digital networks.
In networked multimedia systems various entities typically cooperate in order to provide the
required real-time guarantees of data that is to be presented at the User interiace. Therefore
resource management systems that provide mechanisms for streams with guaranteed or statistical Ouality of Service (QoS) have become a key issue (for details See, e.g., [Wo196][NaS95]).
Thooe systems take care of the coordination of media streams and the interiacing between layers c)f protocol stacks as well as further mechanisms (like process and bandwidth scheduling) in
order to enforce the appropriate data handling. Most of the involved mechanisms are developed
for a complete error-free presentation of continuous-media data at the User interiace. In todays
networked environments we still encounter many data paths over networks and via communicaThis work is sponcored in Part by: Volkswagen-Stiftung. D-30519 Hannover, Germany.

tion protocols which are not capable of providing a guaranteed real-time Service. In such setups it
is a key issue to decide which data itern must be presented at the user interface and which data
items may be discarded.
QoS is the Set of parameters which defines the properties of media streams. In accordance
with [StN95] we distinguish between four layers of QoS: User QoS, Application QoS, System
QoS and Network OoS. The user QoS pararneters describe requirements for the perception of
multimedia data at the user interface. The application QoS parameters describe requirements for
the application services possibly specified in terms of media quality (like end-to-end delay) and
media relations (like interlintra stream synchronization). The system QoS pararneters describe
requirements on the communication services resulting from the application QoS. These may be
specified in terms of both quantitative (like bits per second or task processing time or ordered
delivery of data) and qualitative (like interstream synchronization, error recovery or ordered delivery of data) criteria. The network QoS parameters describe requirements on network services
(like network load or network periormance).

Multimedia applications negotiate a desired QoS during the connection setup phase either
with the system layer or possibly directly with the network layer, if the System is not able to provide QoS for the application. If both of them are not capable of providing the desired QoS, many
of todays multimedia applications try to Set up an end-to-end connection and to take care of QoS
by themselves. Alternatively data is transferred with the best effort approach (See e.g. the various
lnternet schemes). This rnay happen even if the network is able to reserve a specific amount of
bandwidth (but less than demanded) for multimedia applications. The Resource Reservation
Protocol RSVP [ZDE+93] reserves in every intermediate system component from end-system to
end-system the respective resources. The QoS that an application can provide to the user
reflects the Status of the available resources at the time the connection was set up. The negotiated QoS may be "lower" than the QoS the network may provide at a specific moment. This happens for example when a connection is established during peak traffic load hours and lasts until
the network is not heavily loaded anymore. In such a Situation a dynamic adaptation of the data
rate would be useful, depending on the application. Sometimes data must be transferred over
"non reserved" paths which means that loss of data is likely occur. In such a situation it would be
helpful (if not required) to discard less significant data and to adapt the media stream to the available resources (scaling down).

2. Related work
Work on the subject of scaling and filtering has been carried on at various locations. nearly all of
this research work focuses on video data [DHH+93],[GoV93],[WHD95]. Using Software codecs,
multimedia applications on workstations or PCs are often capable of adjusting the media quality
and the data rates over a wide range. This capability allows for dynamic scaling mechanisms,
which means to retrieve the state of the network continuously and adjust the application QoS
accordingly [BDS96] [BTW94]. Scaling is most often periormed in the following way: Whenever
the network becomes congested, the data rate of the media stream is decreased by a high
degree. It is increased softly until the value desired by the application is reached or until congestion occurs again. This well-known approach has been used successfully in packet-switched networks to handle data traffic [Jac88]. In opposite to the above references we study adaptation
mechanisms at the user intetiace.

3. Motivation
Any perception of loss of audio quality depends on the type of audio encoding used and which
pac~ketsare dropped from the specific media stream. We believe that the User does not perceive
all errors as equally annoying and he or she may not even notice some of them. In this paper
such issues related to audio are evaluated in more detail. Therefore, here we Want to find out
what a User perceives as an error-free data presentation or - if errors are noticeable - what
errors may be tolerated.
i3ur work outlines impacts on the scaling of audio data, which needs to be kept under limited
constraints, because "the ear is surprisingly sensitive to sound variations lasting only a few milliseconds. The eye, in contrast, does not notice changes in light level that last only a few millisecond!:" [Tan96]. The real-time nature of audio (and video) data streams and the many
incompatible encoding schemes used for audio to achieve best quality at a minimum bitrate for
specific kinds of audio data make it hard to find suitable scaling mechanisms. The video frame
rate can be varied by means of many individual Parameters like the frame rate, the video spatial
resolution, and e.g. the DCT Parameter quantization. Audio encoding cchemes most oiten result
in constant bitrate and the algorithms are optimized for some degree of quality and some range
of data rate. Hence for a change of data rate in the order of magnitude 1:100 (this is the approximatoly range from GSM to CD audio) the encoding must be changed as well.
tiuman perception of aural data varies from person to person. It is based on the different
notion of good sound quality, musical skills, age, hearing defects and many other issues. Hence
any i-xperiment to define User QoS must address various different people. Although the individuals which took part in our series of experiments may not be representative for all users of multimedua applications, we have achieved similarities in the results and present them in this paper.
All results are based on a Set of preliminary experiments.
The remainder of this text is organized in 5 sections: Section 4 outlines human perception of
audio data and the influence of the application environment. In Section 5 we provide our assumptions and prerequisites for all tests. In Section 6 the experiments are presented, the respective
results are shown in Section 7. Section 8 outlines the implications of our results on audio encoding schemes and scaling mechanisrns.

4. Human Perception & Application Environment
Any ineasurement of an aural impression must take into account the respective environment as
well i3S the experience and expectation of the listening people - the test candidates; We can't
expeiit to find the typical user of multimedia applications, hence the tests need to be performed
with an average sample of people of both Sexes, various ages, different musical skills, etc. In this
context it is also difficult to find out the personal awareness for audio, so we restricted ourself to
let the people define their capabilities according to our questionnaire (without checking this in
detail).
As a first step we defined the target application domain to be networked multimedia applications running at workstations, PCs and mobile equipment. Table 1 outlines individual environment!;, the related devices and applications (the related details are shaded in Table 1). This list is
certainly far from complete - we use it to discuss with the candidates where such an audio effect
woulcl appear.
In Summary, we are looking for constraints for the scaling of audio data in a workstationl
PCIMobilePC environment used by users with no specific musical skills. The adaptation will
result in changes of data rate, which may not necessarily resuit in a change of the perceived
audio quality of the presentation. If we can find a way to minimize the subjective change in the

perception of audio data (while still allowing to change the data rate for the related audio data
streams). we will be able to design the respective protocols and architectures for QoS processing. Dynamic bandwidth allocation may b e integrated into the operating and communication system and it may b e controlled by the application. In contrast to related work we focus on the User
QoS of multimedia applications.
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5. Assumptions/Preconditions for UIF Test
At the beginning of this study it was difficult to choose which parameters to b e adapted and
changed and which t o b e kept constant. Therefore we ran a Set of preliminary tests where many
parameters were varied. These preliminary experiments showed:

Scaled music annoys the User more than scaled speech:
People are accustomed to listen to bad quality speech (like when using mobile phones), yet
they are not accustomed to listen to bad quality audio. Hence music is more demanding than
speech, so we decided to choose some JazztPop music as a sample for our experiment.
Later on we will continue with experiments using speech.
The choice of the amount and the respective levels of quality:
Six levels are sufficient in the range from CD to GSM-like quality for the purpose of our tests.
'We have chosen the lowest level of quality to be GSM-like, because it seems challenging to
integrate mobile phones into networked multimedia Systems. Therefore audio data originating
from mobile telephone equipment is represented by this low quality in the applications.
How fast should subsequent changes in quality occur?
t is better to keep the sound quality constant for a minimum time of ten seconds to allow
iadaptation of the ear to the respective new Situation. Shorter times seem to confuse the list.ener, longer periods unnecessarily lengthen the total test time.
'Test environment:
'rhe tests should be performed in a low noise environment to keep the tested individual concentrated during the approximately 45rninutes required for all experiments.
Personal awareness of audio quality:
It is important to distinguish among tested individuals with a rnusical background, ones working in the field of professional audio and ones having no Special training at all. We selected
people with different background and asked them to define their aural capabilities.
(luality of used playback devices:
One of the major influences on the Statements given by the candidates appears to be the
clevice used for the test. All Statements need to be weighted by the quality of the audio playback device.

6. Experiments
The tests were performed in three sessions. Each session consisted of the audio files we created
in a (~rofessionalrecording Studio* using the harddisk recording system ProTools and by applying
various digital filters to different sections of a chosen sample CD track. In the beginning of the
experiment we introduced the session by explaining the purpose of the tests. We also mentioned
that l!he candidates should concentrate on the change in quality in opposite to the quality itself.
We clid not show the candidates a plot of the different levels of quality prior to the test (as shown
in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). The listeners had to evaluate the audio sample by specifying a
value! between 1 and 5 for the subjective perception of the presented material. This scherne is
known as the CClR impairment scale to assess the audio quality and has been used during different international listening tests, for example the ISO-MPEG-1process, which used in contrast
to our series the "triple stimulus, hidden reference" method. The meaning of these values is:
5 = transparent, no difference to original signal noticeable
4 = perceptible, but not annoying
3 = slightly annoying
2 = annoying
1 = verv annoying
SchokoPro, Sonnenberger Str. 82, D-65193 Wiesbaden
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Figure 1: Session 1
At the time being we have periorrned a Set of prelirninary experirnents with 3 test groups of about
5 candidates each. Based on these results we will carry out the rnajor tests with a Set of about
100 candidates later On.
The candidates had to answer the following
.questions about their rnusical background first:
Do you play an instrurnent, or did you receive any rnusical education?
How would you describe your hearing capabilities? (Several answers possible)
O l can hear absolute pitches
O I can hear changes in ternpi
O I can hear if a single instrurnent is pitched different arnong multiple other instrurnents
O I can hear if a single instrurnent is pitched different among few other instrurnents
O I can pitch a guitar
O I can hear, if the overall sound is good
O I arn just a listener, without caring too much about sound
O No opinion
How would you describe your rnusical skills?
O very good
O medium (like a singer in a typical chorus)
0 low
O none
How would you describe the quality of the sound systern, the test is perforrned with?
O professional Studio equipment
O high end HiFi systern
O average HiFi systern
O high end portable systern
O average portable systern
O low end portable systern
These questions were typically answered with the aid of one of the testers.
~

.

Session 1:
After the introduction we played session 1 according to the plot shown in Fig. 1. The candidates
had to evaluate each of the three 80sec sequences with the scale described above. The different
levels of sound quality refer to the levels described in Table 2. Each sequence was assembled to
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Session 2

have the sarne length. The candidates were instructed to evaluate each cornplete sequence as a
unit and not each change in quality by itself.
Session 1 was intended to answers the following questions:
Is it better to scale frorn a rnaxirnurn quality level to the lowest possible level with or without
iriterrnediate steps?
l i j there any difference in scaling from up to down or frorn down to up?
Uuality
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Session 2:

The next session is ploned in Fig. 2. Although it looks quite sirnilar to session 1 it is intended to
answer different questions leading to new results. Here the candidates had to rank each

sequence compared to the others and finally to evaluate them individually using the same scale
described above.
Session 2 was intended to answers the following questions:
Is there any difference in scaling by steps or scaling by crossfade between different levels of
quality?
How does scaling down to the lowest level quality, holding there for a long time and scale up
again compares to schemes where the lowest level of quality is only kept for a short time?

Session 3:
The final session (plotted in Fig. 3, where the gap between the individual samples is 5sec) was
intended to judge about the chosen number of quality levels and to answer questions about preferences in the direction of jumps in qualiiy. Jurnps in quality level occurred in both directions. The
Start level of a jump was lowered from CD quality to GSM-like qualiiy and back up again. This
was intended to show if the candidates will get accustomed to a lower level of quality. The candidates were asked to evaluate every single jump as soon as the sample was played.

01

Figure 3:

Session 3

7. Results
Our first aim was to find out the appropriate number of steps of difiering quality. We also had to
select the absolute quality level of each step and to check if we have chosen a suitable alternative. In approximately all cases the candidates still notice the difierence of quality of adjunct
steps. However the change is sufficient to have such a step defined as another level of quality.
The results show that an increase in the number of steps make quality changes during the transition from on step to an adjunct step less noticeable.
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Session 1:
In tlie first session (see Fig. 1) we wanted to check the difference between an increase and a
decrease in quality. All candidates mentioned that an increase in quality is better than any
decrease - for the average ratings refer to Table 3. This is independent of the kind of increase
(stepwise or in one large jump). The interpretation is simple: In our natural behavior as human
beirigs we are more happy to perceive an increase in quality.
Jump down

Step down

Jump up

Step up

1.2

2.1

2.9

3.0

Table 3:

Average ratingsfor Session 1

In the Same session we also compared different methods to increase quality where we found
out ithat there is no significant difference whether in increasing the quality in one or in various
smaller steps. The situation is different if the quality is decreased: A stepwise approach is significantly preferred over a large decrease in quality.
Session 2:
1-he main question behind the second session (see Fig. 2) relates to the usefulness of steps
and a comparison with today's alternative (one large step) and the smoothest possible approach
(fadi~ng).Fading turned out to be the best alternative in any case. However it is difficult to fade
over a large range (perhaps leading to data rates between 6.2kbps and approximately 700kbps).

Tablo 4:

Jump

Step

Fade

1.9

1.9

2.7

Average ratings for Session 2

Somehow Strange were that approximately half of the candidates preferred the change in
quality via several steps more (in the scale introduced in section 6. Experiments) than a large
jump, while the other half scored vice versa. The average ratings (see Table 4) show an equal
value! of 1.9 for the jump or stepwise approach. We discussed this with the candidates and got
two contradictory informations: The first group told us that they prefer to have small changes, others would mind to have many changes (they prefer one larger step) as they are disturbed by
many changes. This is an issue for further research. The constraints must be understood more in
detail and more experiments need to be carried out.

Ini the third session (see Fig. 3) we compared the impact of different sizes in quality changes,
first by decreases and later by increases in quality. In general all candidates rated larger changes
in quality worse than changes by smaller steps. The average ratings are listed in Table 5 for the
decrease of quality and in Table 6 for the increase of quality. Corresponding steps up or down
are listed above each other and shaded cells mark single step transitions. Decreases in quality
are r~itedworse than an increase. A significant dislike of lower qualities in general is our interpretation. so it seems obvious that the candidates not only rated the changes in quality, but also the
absolute quality level.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

3.55

2.64

1.82

1.09

1.00

4.09

2.91

1.64

1.27

3.27

1.91

1.27

2.36

1.55

2.82

Table 5:

Average ratings for Session 3 - decrease of quality

Table 6 :

Average ratings for session 3 - increase of qualiiy

For the increase of quality it does not rnake rnuch difference if a transition occurs between 2
or more steps. This result is interesting, as session 1 showed that an increase in quality by the
stepwise and the one large jurnp approach is sirnilar in terrns of subjective quality perception.
Our interpretation it that srnaller steps are preferable if the quality is expected to change often,
while a large jurnp is preferred when the higher level of quality is expected to stay constant for a
longer time.
We carried out all experiments on different type of equiprnent and in diverse environrnents.
We found out, that the expectation and the actual equiprnent influenced the results: Sorne playback experirnents were (intentionally) perforrned using a portable cassette recorder, others were
played back on high quality HiFi equiprnent. Most candidates which listened to the portable
device gave better grades than those listening at high quality equiprnent. A careful analysis also
to the level of aualitv
showed that hurnans tend to a c c e ~at variation of 3 levels in qualitv. (related
.
of the play back equipment). 1.e. so far in any case a jurnp up to 3 steps (with respect to the'quaiity of the playback equiprnent) downwards can be tolerated. Larger steps (downwards) should be
avoided.

8. lmplications
The results above lead to the following irnplications:
User QoS rnay be raised if audio coding is scalable to a higher extent than it is today, such
that application and systern Software rnay control the audio data rate dynamically. It would also
be helpful to have srnooth transitions defined for changing the data rate. This would allow to activate fading capabilities and hereby enhance the audio User interface.
Session 1:
The comparison of increase and decrease in quality showed that any rnultirnedia scaling systern
is, in general. free to choose the rnost suitable way and tirning to adapt the QoS of the respective
rnedia strearn whenever quality is going to be enhanced. With the results frorn session 3 this is
true as long as a decrease in quality is not expected to occur approxirnately less than IOsec afier
the last increase, a Situation where a stepwise approach is preferable. However, any decrease in
quality should be perforrned in srnaller steps (and not in one Single jump). This result is of no
advantage for the cornmunication and operating systerns as the reaction to congestion would
only be a srnooth decrease of the load.
The transport of audio data should not be performed according to the traditional TCP congestion avoidance algorithm with it's well-known slow Start and fast stop behavior. Our results show,
that scaling has to be done in the opposite direction, e.g. fading down slowly towards a lower
quality, while scaling up to a higher quality can be done rnuch quicker, although this scherne does
not fit into the congestion avoidance algorithrns used in today networks.
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Session 2:
System and network QoS should be restricted to a certain lower limit, i.e. during the connection
setup phase a rninimum QoS should be reserved and adaptation should only occur above this
lower limit. We recommend to have a predefined lowest value according to the level of qualily Q5.
'Without better audio compression for low bandwidth it will be difficult to have a seamless integration of cost effective mobile equipment into existing networked systems and applications.
'The fading approach results in a value of 0.8 higher compared to a stepped change of quality,
so tliis scheme should be used whenever scaling of audio data is needed. The Same is expected
for video data. Most of todays audio encoding schemes are optimized for specific bitrates, so new
encoding schemes, which allow scaling over a wide range need to be implemented. Further
research should be performed on this specific field.
Session 3:
A msore sophisticated increase in quality (instead of simply going to the best qualiiy level) can be
achieved by changing slowly step by step. However it is an Open question how to specify the best
value for the "slow" adjustment. In case of an increase by higher degrees it is recommended to
make a substantial change immediately, as long as the higher level of quality can be hold for a
certain amount of time. Any decrease in user QoS should be performed in a slowly manner in all
cases.

We understand this as a preliminary Set of experirnents which will lead to new ideas of what.
when and how to scale audio data in networked multimedia systems. In particular multimedia
tools and services, including multimedia authoring tools, need to be enhanced by components to
handle scaling of different media in different ways to achieve maximum qualily for the end User
and inot only to avoid congestion or to achieve maximum throughput.
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